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Low temperature tin bismuth solder powder Sn42Bi58 

Introduction for Sn42Bi58 powder 

Mixed with specific fluxes, Solder Powder is the main element of Solder Pastes used for 

component assembly on PCB (Printed Circuit Board). 

Today's Solder Pastes' requirements imply irreproachable Solder Powder geometry and 

metallurgical conditions to meet world-class quality standards for the SMT (Surface 

Mount Technology) assembly. To that perspective, BBIEN has developed a powder 

atomization process based on ultrasonic technology. This process is known to be the 

most efficient way for producing high quality and cost-competitive Solder Powder.Until 

now BBIEN Sn42Bi58 low temperature lead free solder powder can be available for 

type7,type6,type5,type4 and type3 powder. 

Type 3# 4# 5# 6# 7#  

Size 25~45µm 20~38µm 15~25µm 10~18µm 5~12µm  

Brief Introduction for BBIEN in Solder powder industry 

International patents cover manufacturing processes and BBIEN invests a significant 

fraction of its revenues in R&D programs to keep its technological edge.BBIEN is one of 

the leading suppliers of solder powders to the good quality solder pastes manufacturers 

and holds a very significant market share on the segment it serves. 

Oxide Level 

Oxide tests (dross test) can be performed on solder powder batch upon customer 

request. 

Note: high oxide content in solder powders can have a detrimental effect on Solder Paste 

properties, mainly on solder balling, viscosity values and stability. The presence of fine 

particles in Solder Powders is a major contributor to high oxide levels, due to high 

surface area, tendency to oxidation is worsen.BBIEN low temperature lead free bi solder 

powder 25-45,15~25,25-38,10-18,5-12 microns Solder Powder contains controlled and 

very low percentage of fines, resulting in low oxide levels. 

Extensive processing during sifting process is another factor that leads to high oxide 

levels. BBIEN Sn42Bi58 tin bismuth powder has developed an efficient and non abrasive 

sifting technology that avoids extensive processing to eliminate the undesirable fine 

particles 
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Particle size distribution 

Particle shape is determined by visual observation of the Solder Powder with a binocular 

microscope at a set magnification in order to define the percentage of spherical or 

elliptical particles.BBIEN Sn42-Bi58 138degree Celsius melting point low temperature 

solder powders do have sphericity exceeding 95% minimum for type3(25-45 

micron),type4(25~38micron),type5(15~25micron),type6(10~18micron)and 

type7(5~12micron) solder powder standard Powder grade). All particles are free from 

surface defect. 

Solder Balling 

Solder balling test is part of the routine quality control performed during Sn42-Bi58 Solder 

Powder manufacturing.Note: the solder balling performance of Solder Powder depends 

on the nature of the flux. For its standard QC procedure, IPS uses a mildly activated 

RMA rosin flux and / or no-clean flux. IPS can also perform solder balling test upon 

request using customer standard QC flux and test procedures 

Sn42-Bi58 solder powder technical data information 

Item：                 Low temperature solder Powder 

No.:                      BBIEN LF-01 

Specification:           Sn42Bi58 

Powder Size:            5~45micron 
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Specification Sn42Bi58-type4 powder 

Appearance Gray/black small size of powder on surface 

Packing General 5kg/bag;1kg/bag 

Chemistry component 

Elements Specification(%) 
Max             
Tested 
result(%WT) 

Result  

Sn 41.0~43 42  

Ag 0.050 0.0002  

Al 0.005 0.0003  

As 0.030 0.0060  

Sb 0.050 0.0148  

Bi Remainder Remainder  

Cu 0.080 0.0003  

Fe 0.010 0.0003  

In 0.050 0.0019  

Ni 0.010 0.0007  

Pb 0.050 0.0257  

Cd 0.002 0.0002  

Au 0.050 0.0010  

Ag 0.050 0.0002  

 

Mark: 

The above concentration of specification are in % weight. 

a. Single value listed are the maximum allowable standard. 
c.  Size: 20~38micro,25~45micron,, 

    - Oxygen content: less than 0.0150. 
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1. Purity and chemistry component 

 

BBIEN other alloy of Bi series powder 

SN Alloy Brand Solidus Temperature Liquidus Temperature Density g/cm
3
 

1 Sn42Bi58 139 139 8.8 

2 Sn64Bi35Ag1 151 172 8.2 

3 Sn64.7Bi35Ag0.3 151-152 172-173 8.1 

4 Sn42Bi57.7Ag0.3 143-152 152-165 8.3 

 

Storage and Shelf Life 

The shelf life of BBIEN solder powder when stored in a dry, non-corrosive environment 
between 10°C-28°C (50-104°F), the shelf life of wire may be nearly 6 months. The 
expiration date determined by the date of manufacture printed on the product and 
Certificate of Analysis will represent the manufacturer’s warranty period which is the time 
frame where in BBIEN will replace defective product. 

Checkout and payment: 

After Auction Close, you can go ahead and checkout with bank system.We do not offer c

ombine payment and discount, since items might dispatch from our different warehouse. 

Make sure you file correct shipping address during checkout, and you will be guid to Pay

ment link. You will be able to pay through our bank account by 100%T/T advanced  

L/C at sight is acceptable 

Shipping way: 

Alloy 

compone

nt 

Melting 

point℃ 

Suggesting

Working 

temperatur

e℃ 

Gravity 

g/cm
3
 

Rigidity  

HB 

Conduct 

heat 

M.S.K 

Extend  

Mpa 

Extend 

rate 

% 

Condu

ctivity  

% 

Sn42Bi5

8 
138 100~210 8.7 11 64 32 70-80 16.0 
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We have a cooperation with big express company,such as CHINA 
POST(EMS),TNT,DHL,FEDEX,UPS; 

We also connect with SF express inland market,while the delivery time is short.During 
shipping,we will follow up within 24 hours,and report the relevant process scheduling for 
you. 

Exported Situation 

BBIEN LF-01 Sn42Bi58 tin bismuth solder powder have been exported to 
Korea,Taiwan,Hongkong,Bangladesh, America,Canada,France,Germany,Saudi-
Ara,UAE,Egypt.We are highly appreciated your kindly inquiry and feedback to BBIEN,and 
cooperate in the future. 

Products Photos 
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Appication Photos 

 

 

Material Safety Data Sheet 
 

Using note: 

Solder powder 

Solder powder Sn42Bi58 suitable in repairs of SMD BGA .LED and so on handset 
PCB, BGA and PGA helps the soldering paste, it uses activator of system in the low 
iconicity, the Run tin speed is quick, the belching smoke degree is very low, after the 
residuum solidifies, the surface insulation resistance value is very high, therefore, 
electric properties of disturbances to communication product and so on handset is 
small. 

 

2. Application” 

Low temperature solder powder is designed for making low melting solder paste  as 
a Lead Free Solution for an array of Lead Free interconnect applications such as flip 
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chip attach, sphere or ball attach, rework/repair of CSPs, BGAs, SMDs, or any Lead 
Free soldering application. 

3、Hazard Identification 

 

Most Important 
Health Hazards 
and Reactions 

Health Hazards and Reactions： 

（acute）Inbibe：High temperature when melt solder(about 138 ℃ 

upward),it will produce microscale of metal smoke, which is belong to lead 
free metal smoke. It will not be harm the haematogenous enginery and 
human body. 

Eat：sick up. 

Eye,skin：melting metal and high temperature touch skin will cause 

scald.  

 

Environmental Impact： No information 

Physical and Chemical Hazards：No  

Specific Hazards：No  

Cardinal Symptoms： No much informations 

Hazard Classification：No.9,other dangerous 

 

4、First Aid Measures 

First Aid Measures for Different Kinds of Exposures： 

˙Inhalation：Move the sufferer to the  well-ventilated areas. Watch the doctor if breath 

difficult. 

˙Skin Contact：Wash affected part with soap and water,watch the doctor when the thrill 

still remain. 

˙Eye Contact：Wash eyes quietly, and watch the doctor when the thrill still remain. 

˙Ingestion： Queasy by nurse at once in demand,shouldn’t ahoy anything to the person 

when he is out of the count. 

Most Important Symptoms and Hazard Reactions：Sense of stimulate from skin and 

apparatus.  

 

5、Fire Fighting Measures：  
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Suitable Extinguishing Media：Lead ,dolomite ,sodium oxide 

Special Hazards in Fire：Avoid using water,halid-alkyl fire extinguisher or A,B,or C fire 

extinguisher. 

Special Fire-Fighting Procedures：No 

Required Special Protective Equipment for Fire-Fighters：Firemen should wear 

exposure suit and air tank. 

 

6、Accidental Release Measures 

Personal Precautions： Move out all flaring resource, splashing area airiness plenty, 

wearing defend furnishment. 

Environmental Precautions: Prevent the mixer flux dirt dispel with air and dispel with 
water,splashing matter put in airtight case. 

Methods for Cleaning：Use the tools that can’t cause light and equip clear up splashing 

down that prevent the mixer flux dirt dispelling in air.  

 

7、Handling and Storage 

Handling： Unable recycling material ,should check the product and scrap up, handing 

carefully the empty case that possible remain paste dirt or solding and will be 
dangerous, the person should read all the aphorism and know the defending measure 
before using. 

Storage： Keep in airtight case or box if before/after using, deposited in cool, dry and 

airiness area, prevent physics damage, away from heat and flaring resource. 

 

8、Exposure Controls, Personal Protection 

Engineering Measures： No 

Control Parameters：  

˙Average admit chroma in eight hours every day(TWA)/Average admit chroma in short 

time(STEL)/Hightest admit chroma(CEILING)：2mg/m3 

˙B EIs： No 

Personal Protection Equipment： 

˙Respiration：Hemihedral prevent paste dirt veil （10-50 times exposition） 
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˙Hand：Wearing all-sided observe press shield when in urgency 

˙Eye：Wearing chemical goggle, there are washing eyes in working area 

˙Skin & Body defend：Wearing defend gloves and cleaning long clothings 

Hygiene Measures：No smoking in working area , bite and sup. Must washing hands 

after work and before bit and sup.  

 

9、Physical and Chemical Properties 

State of Substance：paste appearance Appearance：Linear 

Color：light-yellow paste  Odor：Monotony  

pH cost：Not fit for Boiling Point：No fit for 

 

 

Decomposing Temperature：Not fit for 

Flashpoint 

：  Not fit for   ℉ Not fit for  ℃  

Test：  Not fit for       

Test Methods：Open Slot     Closed Slot 

Self-Igniting Temperature：Not fit for  Explosion Limits： Not fit for  

Vapor Pressure：(21.1℃)：0  Vapor Density：No information 

Density：>7.5g/cm3  Dissolution： Not dissolve in water 

 

10、Stability and Reactivity 

Stability：Compose 

Possible Hazard Reaction Under Special Conditions：  

Conditions to Avoid： Heat, blaze, phlogiston and incompatibility matter 

Materials to Avoid：Halogen and trioxide, copper nitrate, peroxide-Na and Kalium, 

Sulfur and some acid 

Hazardous Decomposition Products：No  

 

11、Toxicological Information 

Acute Toxicity：No 
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Local Reactions：No  

Sensitivity： No 

Chronic or Long Term Toxicity：No 

Special Reactions：No information to check  

 

12、Ecological information 

Possible Environmental Impact/Environmental Run-offs： 

Water poisoning：No 

Moving、biology pile：No 

 

13、Disposal considerations 

Disposal Methods：Not fit for 

No use or remain gas：Not fit for 

Urgency status：Not fit for 

 

14、Transport information 

International Transportation Regulations：These products have no dangerous for sea and air 

transportation.Apply for all
 
ATA DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATION. 

 

UN Reference No.： Not fit for 

Domestic Transportation Regulations： Preclusive according operation and notice 

proceeding about storage，you should read the correlative hint carefully. 

Special Transportation Methods and Precautions：No 

 

15、Regulatory information 

Applicable Regulation：Labor safety sanitation act, poisoning defend statute, castoff 

clear 

 

16、Other information 

Ref. AIR PRODUCTS MSDS, INTERN TIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS 
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